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\textbf{A B S T R A C T}

This study provides a brain-based account of how object concepts at an intermediate (basic) level of specificity are represented, offering an enriched view of what it means for a concept to be a basic-level concept, a research topic pioneered by Rosch and others (Rosch et al., 1976). Applying machine learning techniques to fMRI data, it was possible to determine the semantic content encoded in the neural representations of object concepts at basic and subordinate levels of abstraction. The representation of basic-level concepts (e.g. bird) was spatially broad, encompassing sensorimotor brain areas that encode concrete object properties, and also language and heteromodal integrative areas that encode abstract semantic content. The representation of subordinate-level concepts (robin) was less widely distributed, concentrated in perceptual areas that underlie concrete content. Furthermore, basic-level concepts were representative of their subordinates in that they were neurally similar to their typical but not atypical subordinates (bird was neurally similar to robin but not woodpecker). The findings provide a brain-based account of the advantages that basic-level concepts enjoy in everyday life over subordinate-level concepts: the basic level is a broad topographical representation that encompasses both concrete and abstract semantic content, reflecting the multifaceted yet intuitive meaning of basic-level concepts.

1. Introduction

If shown a picture of a robin, most people would call it a bird, fewer people would call it a robin, and even fewer would call it an animal. This scenario is representative of the tendency to name objects at an intermediate (basic) level of specificity, even if an object can be named at a more specific (subordinate) or general (superordinate) level (Rosch et al., 1976; Tversky and Hemenway, 1984). Although people can flexibly categorize the same object at different levels of abstraction, the basic level occupies a privileged position in the knowledge hierarchy in semantic cognition. Basic-level terms are generated faster than terms at other levels, and are used earlier by children (Jolicoeur et al., 1984; Wisniowsky and Murphy, 1985; Anglin, 1977). Furthermore, basic-level terms are the nouns most frequently used in text (Wisniowsky and Murphy, 1989). Although there remains some controversy as to the definition of a basic-level concept, the basic level of abstraction seems fundamental in cognition and deserves the label of basic. This finding has led to several attempts to explain the basic-level advantage, summarized below, as well as to this study's attempt to characterize basic-level concepts in neural terms.

One prominent account attributes the basic-level advantage to the number of properties a concept has at a given level of abstraction (informativeness) and their overlap with the properties of other concepts at the same level (distinctiveness). Concepts at the basic level are both informative and distinctive (Rosch et al., 1976; Murphy and Brownell, 1985). For example, the basic-level concept bird is informative because it refers to a large number of properties that are shared by many bird species. Bird is also distinctive because birds differ substantially from other basic-level categories, including other animals such as fish. On the other hand, superordinate-level concepts are less informative than basic-level concepts, and subordinate-level concepts are less distinctive. Superordinate-level concepts are vague and uninformative because their member categories share few properties (e.g. animal could refer to birds or mammals, categories that have few similarities), but superordinate-level concepts are distinct from each other (animals and manmade objects differ substantially). Conversely, subordinate-level concepts are informative because they refer to well-defined objects, but they are largely indistinct from each other (e.g. robins and cardinals are much more similar than dissimilar).

Another possible account of the basic-level advantage concerns the types of semantic content that characterize concepts at each level of abstraction, as opposed to structural properties of the levels such as distinctiveness. Specifically, access to both concrete sensorimotor and abstract content in a concept may enable greater versatility in the use of a
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concept. Abstract knowledge, such as abstract properties that define a basic- or superordinate-level category (e.g. a tree is alive), can be useful for navigating semantic networks and realizing connections between distant concepts, which may aid in problem-solving or learning (Chi et al., 1981; Chi and Ohlsson, 2005). On the other hand, concrete knowledge about a concept, such as knowing how an object looks or feels, is helpful for communicating about the same concept by grounding the concept in people's common sensorimotor experience (Goldstone et al., 2005). There is some evidence that basic-level concepts emphasize both concrete and abstract information, whereas the content of subordinate-level concepts tends to be concrete and superordinate-level concepts emphasize abstract content (Rosch et al., 1976; Tversky and Hemenway, 1984). The advantages of basic-level concepts might therefore derive from their balanced combination of multifaceted content.

The evidence that basic-level concepts emphasize both concrete and abstract semantic content is limited and draws from both behavioral and neuroimaging studies. Behavioral studies have shown that, when asked to list properties of object categories from different levels of abstraction, people tend to list nouns and adjectives for basic-level categories (e.g. has cloth, is round), nouns and even more adjectives for subordinate-level categories, and phrases that describe an object's function or purpose for superordinate-level categories (Rosch et al., 1976; Tversky and Hemenway, 1984; Tversky, 1989). These studies show that the content of basic-level concepts lies between the mostly concrete content of subordinate-level concepts and the abstract properties of superordinate-level concepts.

Neuroimaging studies have found that naming pictures of objects at the superordinate versus the lower levels elicits greater activation in brain regions associated with abstract semantic content, while naming at the subordinate level preferentially activates sensorimotor areas (Kosslyn et al., 1995; Gauthier et al., 1997; Tanaka et al., 1999; Tyler et al., 2004; Rogers et al., 2006). For example, object naming at the superordinate level evoked greater activation in left inferior frontal gyrus, a region of the language system that has been shown to underlie the neural representation of abstract concepts (e.g. soul) more than concrete concepts (e.g. pliers) (Binder et al., 2005; Wang et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2013). On the other hand, object naming at the subordinate level elicited greater activation primarily in visual perceptual areas.

A concurrent emphasis on concrete and abstract content at the basic level suggests that a basic-level concept summarizes its subordinates rather than exhaustively specifying the properties of all its subordinates. According to theories that advocate this view, the abstract and general properties partially instantiate the subordinate-level concepts, for example knowing the common functions and general shape of cars partially instantiates many specific cars (Barsalou, 1992; Barsalou, 2003). The more concrete properties of a basic-level concept might be specific properties that are typical of its subordinates, for example thinking about car may evoke the property that it has four black tires (Murphy, 2004). By this account, basic-level concepts are partly concrete and partly abstract summaries that partially instantiate their typical subordinate-level concepts. Indeed, basic-level concepts might not retain their advantages over other concepts if they were not representative of their subordinates.

The current fMRI study aims to determine the types of semantic content that characterize object concepts at the basic and subordinate levels of abstraction, based on the brain areas differentially associated with the contemplation of concepts at the different levels. This aim corresponds to an approach that attempts to explain the advantages enjoyed by basic-level concepts in terms of the underlying semantic content.

In the experimental task used here, participants were asked to think about objects and their properties to evoke rich semantic content associated with the concepts. The concepts that were presented included basic-level concepts referring to living and manmade objects, and also typical and atypical subordinate-level concepts belonging to the basic-level categories (hereafter referred to as basic and subordinate concepts). The neural representations of basic and subordinate concepts were anatomically localized by determining where in the brain the two types of concept were neurally dissociable, using multivoxel pattern classification analysis (MVPA). MVPA can detect an activation pattern by virtue of assessing the conjoint activations of many voxels regardless of their spatial distribution in the brain (Mur et al., 2009). Univariate analysis that compares brain activation levels averaged across voxels was also used in conjunction with MVPA. These methods together provided a sensitive measure for uncovering the concepts' neural representations, augmenting and updating previous research that compared univariate activation levels between different levels of abstraction using an object naming task (e.g. Kosslyn et al., 1995; Tyler et al., 2004; Rogers et al., 2006).

The neural representation of basic concepts was hypothesized to encompass a broad set of brain regions that encode concrete or abstract concept properties, namely sensorimotor cortex (concrete content) and language and heteromodal integration areas (abstract) (Hypothesis 1A). Complex, abstract properties are thought to result from an integration of more concrete properties that correspond to various sensorimotor modalities (Pexman et al., 2007; Bonner et al., 2013). An abstraction from sensorimotor modalities might also rely more on verbal processing, such as deriving meaning from word associates (Paivio, 1986).

On the other hand, compared to basic concepts, the neural representation of subordinate concepts was expected to reside to a greater extent in concrete sensorimotor areas (Hypothesis 1B). This representation was also expected to include anterior temporal cortex, a heteromodal area thought to bind together a concept's properties to produce a unified concept (Patterson et al., 2007; Lambon Ralph, 2014). This area might be especially important for subordinate concepts due to their many specific properties that need to be bound to each other (Rogers et al., 2006). Hypotheses 1A–B are consistent with a body of research that has documented that concepts variously activate sensorimotor cortex, the language system, and heteromodal areas (Martin, 2007; Meteyard et al., 2010; Barsalou et al., 2008; Simmons et al., 2008).

A combination of concrete and abstract content at the basic level suggests that a basic concept is a representative summary of its subordinates that better describes its typical versus atypical subordinates. MVPA was used to test this corollary hypothesis that basic concepts are more neurally similar to their typical subordinates than to their atypical subordinates (e.g. the multivoxel activation pattern for bird was hypothesized to be more similar to that of robin than to woodpecker) (Hypothesis 2).

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Participants

Ten right-handed adults (seven males, three females; mean age of 25 years, ranging from 21 to 38) from Carnegie Mellon University and the Pittsburgh community participated and gave written informed consent approved by the Carnegie Mellon Institutional Review Board. Two additional participants’ data were discarded because of excessive head motion (greater than half the size of a voxel: 1.5 mm total displacement in the x or y dimensions or 3 mm in the z dimension). ‘Two other participants’ data were discarded due to chance-level multivoxel pattern classification accuracy of the concepts (classification features were the 200 most “stable” voxels selected from anywhere in the brain excluding the occipital lobe; more detail concerning classification is provided below). This classification, which differed from the classification that tested the hypotheses, was used to check for systematicity in a participant’s activation patterns regardless of its correspondence to the hypotheses.

2.2. Experimental paradigm and task

The stimuli were 15 words which referred to a living or a manmade
object at the basic or subordinate level, shown in Table 1. There were five terms at the basic level and five typical and atypical subordinate terms. The terms at the basic-level have been used in behavioral studies that examined the basic-level advantage (Rochs et al., 1976; Markman and Wisniewski, 1997). The typical and atypical subordinate terms were chosen using an independent group of seven participants who rated the typicality of various subordinates with respect to their basic categories, on a scale of 1–7. For example, out of four kinds of tree considered by the raters, oak received the highest mean typicality rating and palm the lowest. The typical (or atypical) subordinate terms selected as the stimuli were the most typical (or atypical) member of each of the five basic categories. The typicality ratings differed between the two sets of subordinate terms: the mean rating for typical subordinates was 6.34 (SD = 0.44 across terms), and for atypical subordinates it was 2.66 (SD = 0.39) ([t(8) = 14.11, p < 0.001]).

The stimulus words were presented six times, in six different random permutation orders. Each word was presented for 3s, followed by a 5s rest period, during which the participants were instructed to clear their minds and fixate on an “X” displayed in the center of the screen. A constant inter-trial interval was used rather than jittering, as only the mean activation across successive time points within a trial was submitted to the main analyses (described below); the precise temporal dynamics of the activation waveforms were not of interest in this study. Inter-trial intervals of 5s and similar duration have been found in previous studies of concept representation to provide sufficient time for the activation to return to baseline, as indicated by the high classification accuracies in these studies (e.g. a mean rank accuracy of 0.84, Chang et al., 2011). There were an additional five presentations of an “X” for 24s each, distributed evenly throughout the two scans, to provide a baseline measure for calculating percent signal change in the fMRI signal. The stimuli were presented using the CogLab presentation software.

When a word was presented, the participants’ task was to actively imagine and think about the properties of the object to which the word referred. The task is consistent with previous research that has treated a concept as a mental representation that picks out some of the properties of a real-world phenomenon (e.g. visual or functional properties of objects) (Cree and McRae, 2003; Wu and Barsalou, 2009). Several fMRI studies have used regression models to predict the activation patterns of object concepts, based on how different voxels are tuned to various properties of objects and on how important those properties are to defining a given object. For example, an object’s activation pattern can be predicted using its feature representation extracted from text corpora such as Wikipedia articles (Mitchell et al., 2008; Pereira et al., 2013). The participants in the current study generated properties for each object prior to the scanning session (for example, some properties generated for the basic concept tree were “is alive, is tall, has roots, has leaves where photosynthesis occurs”). Each participant was free to choose any properties for a given concept, and there was no attempt to impose consistency across participants in the choice of properties. The participants practiced the task prior to scanning to promote their contemplation of a consistent set of properties across the six presentations of a concept.

2.3. fMRI scanning parameters and data preprocessing

Functional blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) images were acquired on a 3T Siemens Verio Scanner and 32-channel phased-array head coil (Siemens Medical Solutions, Erlangen, Germany) at the Scientific Imaging and Brain Research Center of Carnegie Mellon University using a gradient echo EPI sequence with TR = 1000 ms, TE = 25 ms, and a 60° flip angle. Twenty 5 mm-thick AC-PC-aligned slices were imaged with a gap of 1 mm between slices, in an interleaved spatial order starting at the bottom. The acquisition matrix was 64 × 64 with 3.125 × 3.125 × 5 mm in-plane resolution.

Data preprocessing was performed with the Statistical Parametric Mapping software (SPM8, Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, London, UK). Images were corrected for slice acquisition timing, motion, and linear trend; temporally smoothed with a high-pass filter using a 190s cutoff; and normalized to the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) template without changing voxel size (3.125 × 3.125 × 6 mm).

The percent signal change relative to the baseline condition was computed at each gray matter voxel for each stimulus presentation. The main input measure for the subsequent analyses consisted of the mean of the four brain images acquired within a 4s window, offset 5s from the stimulus onset (to account for the delay in hemodynamic response). The intensities of the voxels in this mean image for each stimulus presentation were then normalized (mean = 0, SD = 1).

2.4. Data analysis

2.4.1. Overview

A combination of MVPA and univariate analyses was used to test Hypothesis 1 regarding the topography of the neural representations of basic and subordinate concepts. The neural representations were anatomically localized by determining where in the brain the two types of concept were neurally dissociable. The identities of these brain regions indicated the types of semantic content encoded in the representations. MVPA was also used to test Hypothesis 2, namely that basic concepts are more neurally similar to their corresponding typical versus atypical subordinates.

2.4.2. Identifying an individual concept based on its multivoxel brain activation pattern

As a pre-condition for assessing the hypotheses, an initial classification analysis was performed to establish the systematicity of the multivoxel activation patterns underlying the concepts. A logistic regression classifier was implemented in MATLAB 7 (Mathworks, MA). Classification proceeded through three stages: algorithmic selection of a set of voxels (features) to be used for classification; training of a classifier on a subset of the data; and testing of the classifier on the remaining subset of the data. The training and testing used cross-validation procedures that iterated through all possible partitions of the data into training and test sets, always keeping the training and test sets separate.

The voxels selected for use in the classification were the 200 most “stable” voxels drawn from any cortical region, excluding voxels in the occipital lobe that were correlated with the character length of the stimulus words. (Set sizes of 100–200 stable voxels resulted in similar outcomes.) The stability of a voxel was computed as the average pairwise correlation between its activation profiles (vector of its activation levels for the 15 stimulus words) across the repetitions in a training data subset (Just et al., 2010). For each partitioning into training and test data, the voxel selection criterion was applied to the training set and the classifier was trained to associate an activation pattern to each of the 15 words. Four (out of the six) repetitions of each word were used for training and the mean of the remaining two repetitions was used for testing, resulting in 15 total partitionings (folds) into training and test data. The activation values of the voxels were normalized (mean = 0, SD = 1) across all the words, separately for the training and test sets, to correct for possible drift in the signal across the six repetitions. Classification rank accuracy (referred to as accuracy) was the percentile rank of the correct word in the classifier’s ranked output (Mitchell et al., 2004).
2.4.3. Uncovering the neural representations of basic and subordinate concepts

A two-way classification between basic and subordinate concepts revealed voxels whose brain activation levels were greater for either basic or subordinate concepts. A logistic regression classifier was used with the same cross-validation procedures described above. For each cross-validation fold, the trained classifier was applied to each concept in the test set to classify it as either basic or subordinate. Because basic concepts were hypothesized to be more neurally similar to their typical versus atypical subordinates, two separate classifications were performed: basic versus atypical subordinate concepts, and basic versus typical subordinate concepts.

The features of each classifier were the 800 voxels with the highest (absolute value) logistic regression weights from an independent identical classification performed on the classifier's training data per cross-validation fold. The voxels were selected from any cortical region, excluding voxels whose activation correlated with word length. The accuracy in classifying each concept as either basic or subordinate reached its maximum at large set sizes of voxels, such as 800 voxels. This large set size of voxels was used to explore which brain areas exhibited activation differences between basic and subordinate concepts.

The neural representation of basic concepts was identified as the voxels that were most informative for the classifier to identify basic concepts, namely those that had the highest positively-valued logistic regression weights. The representation of subordinate concepts was identified as the voxels most informative for identifying subordinate concepts, which had the lowest negatively-valued weights. (This approach has previously been used to identify populations of voxels whose activation is selective for different classes of stimuli, e.g. Shin-kareva et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2013.) A posteriori, the voxels weighted toward basic concepts were revealed to have higher brain activation levels (percent signal change) for basic versus subordinate concepts, whereas the voxels weighted toward subordinate concepts had higher activation for subordinate concepts.

The voxels weighted toward basic concepts were predicted to be broadly distributed in the brain, located in brain areas that represent concrete or abstract semantic content. The voxels weighted toward subordinate concepts were predicted to be located predominantly in sensorimotor regions that encode concrete content.

2.4.4. Assessing the neural similarity between basic concepts and their subordinate concepts

Basic concepts were hypothesized to be more neurally similar to their corresponding typical versus atypical subordinate concepts (Hypothesis 2). To test this hypothesis, a classifier was trained on the basic concepts (e.g. bird) to identify the basic category membership of the typical and atypical subordinate concepts (e.g. whether robin and woodpecker are classified as a bird). The voxels used were the 200 voxels most stable over the basic concepts, disregarding occipital voxels whose activation correlated with word length. (The choice of 200 voxels was guided by previous studies in which 100–200 stable voxels were the smallest set sizes that could still attain among the highest accuracies in classification of individual concepts, e.g. Just et al., 2010; Mason and Just, 2015). Cross-classification was expected to result in higher accuracies between basic concepts and their typical versus atypical subordinate concepts.

To provide a further test of the hypothesis, additional classifiers were trained on the basic category membership of the subordinate concepts (separately for typical and atypical subordinates) to identify the individual basic concepts. The voxels used for these classifiers were stable for either typical or atypical subordinate concepts (see above for the definition of a “stable” voxel). Each cross-classification iterated over 15 cross-validation folds, where the training data corresponded to four (out of the six) repetitions of each word in the training set of concepts, and the test data corresponded to the mean of two repetitions of each word in the test set of concepts.

3. Results

3.1. Classification of individual concepts

As a pre-condition for the main findings that follow, the results showed that an individual concept was identifiable from its multivoxel brain activation pattern. The classification yielded a mean accuracy of 0.73 across the 10 participants and accuracies as high as 0.87 for two participants, as shown in Fig. 1. (The \( p < 0.001 \) probability threshold for a rank accuracy being greater than chance level is 0.55, determined using random permutation testing of simulated data.) The classifier used 200 stable voxels which were distributed throughout the brain. These results established the systematicity of the activation patterns evoked by the concepts, enabling an analysis of how the basic and subordinate levels are differentially neurally represented.

3.2. Neural representation of basic versus subordinate concepts

The neural representations of basic and subordinate concepts were anatomically localized by determining where in the brain the two types of concept were neurally dissociable, using MVPA. The neural representation of basic concepts was hypothesized to encompass a spatially broad set of brain regions that encodes concrete and abstract semantic content, that is, sensorimotor cortex (concrete) and language and heteromodal areas (abstract) (Hypothesis 1A). The representation of subordinate concepts was expected to be located primarily in sensorimotor areas (Hypothesis 1B). Because basic concepts were hypothesized to be more neurally similar to their typical versus atypical subordinates (Hypothesis 2), basic concepts were compared to atypical and typical subordinate concepts separately in two different analyses.

3.2.1. Basic concepts compared to atypical subordinate concepts

A binary logistic regression classifier distinguished between basic and atypical subordinate concepts based on their neural signatures with a mean accuracy of 0.70 across participants (\( p < 0.001 \)) (as shown in Fig. 2A). The features of the classifier were the 800 voxels with the highest (absolute value) logistic regression weights from an independent identical classification performed on the classifier's training data per cross-validation fold. The voxels with the highest logistic regression weights were the most informative for the classifier to distinguish between basic and atypical subordinate concepts.

The neural representation of basic concepts was identified as the voxels that were most informative for the classifier to identify basic concepts, and these voxels had positively-valued logistic regression weights. (This approach has previously been used to reveal populations of voxels whose activation is selective for different classes of stimuli, e.g. Shin-kareva et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2013.) A posteriori, the voxels weighted toward basic concepts were revealed to have higher brain activation levels (percent signal change) for basic versus subordinate concepts, whereas the voxels weighted toward subordinate concepts had higher activation for subordinate concepts.

![Fig. 1. An individual object concept could be identified based on its multivoxel brain activation pattern. The classification accuracies averaged across the 15 concepts are shown for the 10 participants (ordered by accuracy) and the group mean. The dashed line indicates the \( p < 0.001 \) probability threshold for a rank accuracy being greater than chance level.](image-url)
The voxels with the highest weights for basic concepts were distributed throughout frontal, parietal, and temporal lobes of the brain (red clusters in Fig. 2B). There were clusters of voxels in language and heteromodal brain areas, including left inferior frontal gyrus (language), bilateral superior angular gyrus/intraparietal sulcus (heteromodal and visuospatial), and anterior temporal cortex (heteromodal). Additional clusters were located in sensorimotor areas, including bilateral anterior fusiform gyrus and right postcentral gyrus.

A posteriori, basic concepts were found to elicit greater activation levels than atypical subordinate concepts in the clusters of voxels with the highest weights for basic concepts. (Note that this finding of greater activation for basic concepts is not independent from the finding that these voxels were weighted toward basic concepts in the logistic regression classification.) In a cluster located in left inferior frontal gyrus, for example, basic concepts such as shoes and fish evoked greater activation (percent signal change averaged across voxels) than atypical subordinate concepts such as sandals and minnow, as shown in Fig. 4 (t(9) = 6.36, p < 0.001). Higher activation elicited in this language region by basic concepts might indicate greater retrieval of verbal content that underlies abstract semantic content at the basic versus the subordinate level (Wang et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2013). The mean activation level across all the clusters weighted toward basic concepts was higher for basic versus atypical subordinate concepts (t(9) = 4.59, p < 0.01), as shown in Fig. 2C.

The spatial distribution of the representation of basic concepts was similar to the locations of voxels that exhibited greater activation for basic concepts as revealed by a group-level contrast using the general linear model (GLM). Fig. 5 shows the clusters of voxels from the GLM contrast. Furthermore, the brain areas that showed higher activation for atypical subordinate concepts in the GLM contrast were similar to the voxels discovered by MVPA to underlie the representation of atypical subordinates.

The neural representation of atypical subordinate concepts was identified as the voxels most informative for the classifier to identify atypical subordinates, which had negatively-valued logistic regression weights. The voxels with the lowest 2.5% of these weights for atypical subordinates were less widely distributed in the brain than the voxels weighted toward basic concepts, and were concentrated in visual and auditory perceptual brain regions (blue clusters in Fig. 2B). These areas
were bilateral superior and inferior occipitotemporal cortex, bilateral anterior and posterior fusiform gyrus, and left superior temporal gyrus. There were also clusters of such voxels located bilaterally in anterior temporal cortex, a heteromodal area. The mean activation level across all the clusters was greater for atypical subordinate concepts, with the lowest 2.5% of the weights. The blue color indicates the voxels weighted most toward atypical subordinate concepts, with the lowest 2.5% of the weights. The voxels are shown on the left hemisphere only, clustered at an extent threshold of 10 voxels. Rendering was performed on an MNI template brain using the Statistical Parametric Mapping software (SPM8, Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, London, UK). Darker colors indicate greater anatomical depth. sub.: subordinate; L: left; MNI: Montreal Neurological Institute.

By contrast, the representation of atypical subordinate concepts was more focused in temporal and occipital perceptual regions that encode concrete content, although it also included a heteromodal element in anterior temporal cortex. These results were revealed using concepts referring to both living and manmade objects.

3.2.2. Basic concepts compared to typical subordinate concepts
A classifier distinguished between basic and typical subordinate concepts based on their neural signatures with a mean accuracy of 0.59 across participants (p < 0.05) (as shown in Fig. 2D). This accuracy was
lower than the accuracy of distinguishing between basic and atypical subordinate concepts (t(9) = 3.72, p < 0.01). This lower classification accuracy is consistent with the hypothesis that basic concepts are more neurally similar (less dissimilar) to their typical versus atypical subordinate concepts (Hypothesis 2). (Note that the difference between typical and atypical subordinate concepts in their neural separability from basic concepts is not attributable to a difference in the systematicity of their activation patterns. Classification of typical and atypical subordinate concepts yielded similar mean accuracies, which were 0.70 (SD = 0.15) and 0.66 (SD = 0.12), respectively; there was no statistically significant difference in their classification accuracies: t(9) = 1.02, p = 0.33.)

The anatomical distribution of the neural signatures of basic and typical subordinate concepts was similar to the distribution discovered in the classification between basic and atypical subordinate concepts. The voxels weighted toward basic concepts (i.e., voxels with the highest positively-valued weights in the classifier) were broadly distributed throughout the brain (red clusters in Fig. 2E). Clusters of such voxels were located in language and heteromodal brain areas, including left inferior frontal gyrus and middle temporal gyrus (language), left superior angular gyrus/intraparietal sulcus (heteromodal and visuospatial), and bilateral anterior temporal cortex (heteromodal). There were also clusters in sensorimotor areas, including left premotor/supplementary motor area and bilateral anterior fusiform gyrus. The mean activation level across all the clusters was greater for basic versus typical subordinate concepts (t(9) = 6.02, p < 0.001) (Fig. 2F).

The voxels weighted toward typical subordinate concepts (i.e., voxels with the lowest negatively-valued weights) were concentrated in visual and auditory perceptual areas, which included bilateral anterior fusiform gyrus and left superior temporal gyrus (cyan clusters in Fig. 2E). Additional clusters were located bilaterally in anterior temporal cortex, a heteromodal area. The mean activation level across all the clusters was higher for typical subordinate versus basic concepts (t(9) = 2.31, p < 0.05) (Fig. 2F).

In summary, the neural representation of basic concepts was topographically broader than the representation of typical subordinate concepts. The extra breadth included language and heteromodal brain areas that encode abstract semantic content. Like atypical subordinate concepts, typical subordinate concepts were neurally represented in a narrower set of brain areas that encode primarily concrete perceptual properties of the concepts. Despite this similarity in the spatial distribution of typical and atypical representations, typical subordinate concepts were more neurally similar to basic concepts than atypical subordinates were. This result indicates some commonality in the semantic content encoded in the representations of basic and typical subordinate concepts.

### 3.3. Neural similarity between basic and typical subordinate concepts

In addition to comparing the topography of the neural representations of basic and subordinate concepts, one can also consider pairwise comparisons of the concepts. Basic concepts were hypothesized to be more neurally similar to their corresponding typical versus atypical subordinate concepts (e.g., bird was hypothesized to be more neurally similar to robin than to woodpecker) (Hypothesis 2). The results of the classification analyses between basic and subordinate concepts reported above revealed that basic concepts were on average more neurally similar to typical than atypical subordinate concepts. Additional classification was performed to determine whether a given basic concept was more neurally similar to its typical versus atypical subordinate concept.

A classifier trained on the basic concepts (e.g., bird) could identify the basic category membership of the typical subordinate concepts (e.g., robin is a bird), yielding a mean classification accuracy of 0.60 across participants (p < 0.05) (as shown in Fig. 6A). The classifier used the 200 most stable voxels in the brain, which were distributed throughout the brain areas discovered to underlie the representations of basic and subordinate concepts. By contrast, a classifier trained on the basic concepts could not identify the basic category membership of the atypical subordinate concepts (e.g., woodpecker could not be identified as a bird), yielding a
mean accuracy of 0.52 which was below chance level. (The $p < 0.05$ probability threshold for a rank accuracy being greater than chance level is 0.57.) This accuracy was lower than the accuracy of the analogous cross-classification using typical subordinate concepts ($t(9) = 2.40$, $p < 0.05$). These results are consistent with the hypothesis that basic concepts are more neurally similar to their corresponding typical than atypical subordinate concepts.

Additional cross-classification provided further support for the hypothesis. A classifier trained on the basic category membership of the typical subordinate concepts (e.g. robin is a bird) could identify the individual basic concepts with a mean classification accuracy of 0.61, using 200 voxels in the classification ($p < 0.05$) (as shown in Fig. 6B). By contrast, a classifier trained on the basic category membership of the atypical subordinate concepts (e.g. woodpecker is a bird) could not identify the basic concepts, yielding a mean accuracy of 0.53, which was lower than the accuracy of the analogous cross-classification involving typical subordinate concepts ($t(9) = 2.63$, $p < 0.05$).

4. Discussion

This study provides a brain-based account of how object concepts at different levels of abstraction are represented, offering an enriched view of what it means for a concept to be a basic-level concept, a research topic pioneered by Rosch and others (e.g. Rosch et al., 1976). Using sensitive machine learning techniques, it was possible to determine the semantic content encoded in the neural representations of living and manmade object concepts that are at different levels of abstraction. The findings provide a brain-based account of the advantages that basic concepts enjoy in everyday life over subordinate concepts: the basic level is a broad topographical representation that encompasses both concrete and abstract semantic content, reflecting the multifaceted yet intuitive meaning of basic concepts. Another novel result here is that basic concepts are more neurally similar to their typical than atypical subordinate concepts, which may further explain the greater utility of basic concepts in everyday life: basic concepts are representative of their subordinates, and thus are applicable in a wide variety of situations.

4.1. The semantic content encoded in the neural representation of basic concepts

The brain areas discovered to underlie the neural representation of basic concepts included sensorimotor cortex (concrete content), frontal and temporal language areas (abstract), and temporal and parietal heteromodal areas (abstract), consistent with Hypothesis 1A. Furthermore, as predicted basic concepts were representative of their subordinates in that they were neurally similar to their typical but not atypical subordinate concepts (Hypothesis 2).

The language areas involved in the representation of basic concepts included left inferior frontal gyrus and middle temporal gyrus, which have been widely implicated in language (Price, 2010). These areas have been shown to underlie the representation of abstract concepts (e.g. soul) more than concrete concepts (e.g. pliers) (Binder et al., 2005; Wang et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2013). Left inferior frontal gyrus has also been shown to activate more when naming objects at the superordinate versus the basic level, perhaps indicating greater retrieval of verbal content at successively higher levels of abstraction (Kosslyn et al., 1995; Tyler et al., 2004). Verbal content such as word associates might underlie concept properties that abstract away from sensorimotor modalities (Paivio, 1986). Abstract properties that define a basic or superordinate category may be difficult to instantiate in sensorimotor detail (e.g. a tree performs photosynthesis, and is alive) (Tversky, 1989). Left inferior frontal gyrus might be a retrieval site for verbal content, and might also provide executive control needed for the selection of concrete content that instantiates an abstract concept (Hoffman et al., 2010).

The representation of abstract content might also be subserved by anterior temporal cortex and inferior parietal cortex, which are thought to be “convergence zones” that bind and integrate the various properties of a concept corresponding to different sensorimotor modalities (Damasio, 1989; Binder and Desai, 2011; Pulvermüller, 2013). Both of these brain areas are situated neuroanatomically at a confluence of modald processing streams. Inferior parietal cortex, including angular gyrus, has been suggested to organize information from different modalities to construct higher-level concepts (Bonner et al., 2013). In particular, inferior parietal cortex might be especially important to the representation of events, due to its anatomical inclusion of brain networks that underlie action processing (Binder and Desai, 2011). The mental representation of an object’s function, an abstract property, may take the form of an event that draws on heteromodal content including action information about the object’s use.

Inferior parietal cortex, especially intraparietal sulcus, might also encode a coarse visuospatial description of a basic category’s subordinates, such as the objects’ shared shape and visually-guided use (Palmeri and Gauthier, 2004). These properties are likely to be represented at the basic level, as they have been shown in early landmark studies to be similar across subordinates belonging to the same basic category (e.g. Rosch et al., 1976).

The concrete sensorimotor areas identified in the representation of basic concepts included fusiform gyrus, premotor/supplementary motor
area, and postcentral gyrus. Fusiform gyrus might represent specific visual properties of typical subordinates of the basic concepts. Furthermore, motor information (e.g. how to drive a car) might reside in the motor and somatosensory areas (Lewis, 2006).

4.3. General discussion

The greater utility of basic concepts over other concepts in everyday life might be partly explained by the current brain-based findings. The lesser utility of subordinate concepts might be reflected in the comparatively small number of brain areas found here to constitute the focus of their neural representation, which had an unbalanced emphasis on perceptual content. These results suggest that the neural signature of concepts at the superordinate level should also be focused in a small number of brain areas, but these areas should emphasize abstract semantic content, given that superordinate categories tend to prompt abstract properties such as an object's function in feature listing tasks (Rosch et al., 1976; Tversky and Hemenway, 1984). These areas ought to reflect the need for greater processing of visual detail to provide specific object names (Gauthier et al., 1997, 2000). A "holistic" perceptual system implemented in fusiform gyrus could also be engaged when thinking about a complex interrelationship among the visual properties of a familiar subordinate concept (Bukach et al., 2006).

Acoustic information associated with the object concepts (such as sounds made by various birds or cars) could be represented in left supramodal areas, and postcentral gyrus. Fusiform gyrus might represent specific visual properties of typical subordinates of the basic concepts. Furthermore, motor information (e.g. how to drive a car) might reside in the motor and somatosensory areas (Lewis, 2006).

4.2. The semantic content encoded in the neural representation of subordinate concepts

Compared to basic concepts, subordinate concepts were hypothesized to have a greater emphasis on concrete sensorimotor content (Hypothesis 1B). Consistent with the hypothesis, the neural representation of subordinate concepts (typical and atypical) was focused in perceptual areas, although it also contained a heteromodal element in anterior temporal cortex.

Anterior temporal cortex, and particularly anterior fusiform gyrus, is thought to play a critical role in binding together a concept's various properties to produce a unified concept (Patterson et al., 2007; Lambon Ralph, 2014; Coutanche and Thompson-Schill, 2015). Although both subordinate and basic concepts have previously been found to activate these brain areas, subordinate concepts elicited greater activation than basic concepts (Rogers et al., 2006), which is consistent with the finding that subordinate concepts have a larger number of descriptive properties that need binding (Rosch et al., 1976; Tversky and Hemenway, 1984). The results reported here are consistent with this research, showing that anterior temporal cortex underlies the representation of both subordinate and basic concepts, with a somewhat greater focus on subordinate concepts.

The perceptual brain areas that were identified in the representation of subordinate concepts included occipitotemporal cortex, anterior and posterior fusiform gyrus, and superior temporal gyrus. Specific visual properties of the subordinate object concept might be represented in occipitotemporal cortex. Multivoxel activation patterns in this area have been shown to contain information of specific objects that are subordinates of the same category (e.g. different chairs) (Eger et al., 2008). Visual properties might also be represented in fusiform gyrus, such as color information in posterior fusiform gyrus (Brarnio et al., 2010). Previous research has found greater activity in these areas when naming depicted objects at the subordinate versus the basic level, possibly reflecting the need for greater processing of visual detail to provide specific object names (Gauthier et al., 1997, 2000). A "holistic" perceptual system implemented in fusiform gyrus could also be engaged when thinking about a complex interrelationship among the visual properties of a familiar subordinate concept (Bukach et al., 2006). Acoustic information associated with the object concepts (such as sounds made by various birds or cars) could be represented in left superior temporal gyrus, an auditory perceptual area. Previous research has shown that reading words referring to objects with salient acoustic properties activates this region more than other words (Kiefer et al., 2008).

4.3. General discussion

The greater utility of basic concepts over other concepts in everyday life might be partly explained by the current brain-based findings. The lesser utility of subordinate concepts might be reflected in the comparatively small number of brain areas found here to constitute the focus of their neural representation, which had an unbalanced emphasis on perceptual content. These results suggest that the neural signature of concepts at the superordinate level should also be focused in a small number of brain areas, but these areas should emphasize abstract semantic content, given that superordinate categories tend to prompt abstract properties such as an object's function in feature listing tasks (Rosch et al., 1976; Tversky and Hemenway, 1984). These areas ought to reflect the need for greater processing of visual detail to provide specific object names (Gauthier et al., 1997, 2000). A "holistic" perceptual system implemented in fusiform gyrus could also be engaged when thinking about a complex interrelationship among the visual properties of a familiar subordinate concept (Bukach et al., 2006). Acoustic information associated with the object concepts (such as sounds made by various birds or cars) could be represented in left superior temporal gyrus, an auditory perceptual area. Previous research has shown that reading words referring to objects with salient acoustic properties activates this region more than other words (Kiefer et al., 2008). The advantage of basic concepts may therefore lie in their balanced activation of sensorimotor, verbal, and heteromodal integrative centers of the semantic system.

The explanation of the basic-level advantage proposed here may account for changes in the basic level observed in experts, considered a major obstacle for strictly Roschean accounts (Medin et al., 2000). Experts in living categories, including biologists or traditional societies such as Mayan Amerindians, show a basic-level advantage at the specific level of abstraction (e.g. trout is a “basic” concept rather than fish) (Coley et al., 1997). These findings are inconsistent with the Roschean account that the basic level corresponds to the most abstract level at which category members share many properties, namely the intermediate level of abstraction (Rosch et al., 1976). The current study suggests instead that experts come to attach more conceptual knowledge to the detailed perceptual properties of specific-level concepts, thus lowering the basic level to the level of specific concepts. Indeed, experts in physics and computer science have been shown to group textbook exercises according to shared abstract principles (e.g. “conservation of energy”), while non-experts sort items based on surface features of the exercises (e.g. “presence of an incline”) (Chi et al., 1981; Weiser and Shertz, 1983). Top-down effects of expert knowledge have also been demonstrated in a simple visual categorization task (Harel et al., 2011). The brain-based account proposed here thus offers an enriched view of what it means for a concept to be a basic concept.

Atypical subordinate concepts were found here to differ neurally from basic concepts, but behavioral research has found atypical subordinates to exhibit some basic-level advantages, such as faster naming than typical subordinate and even basic concepts (Murphy and Brownell, 1985). Basic concepts are thought to have an advantage because they are both informative and distinctive, whereas subordinate concepts are informative but less distinct. Typical subordinates of the same basic category are largely indistinct from each other because they differ in only a small number of ways (e.g. robins and cardinals). Atypical subordinates, on the other hand, are the most distinctive members of a basic category (e.g. woodpeckers rather than robins), making them both informative and distinctive and thus making them more similar to basic concepts. However, the results reported here show that atypical subordinates differ from basic concepts in the same way that typical subordinates differ: the representation of subordinate concepts has an unbalanced focus on concrete semantic content. Future research is needed to determine whether different basic-level advantages have different underlying causes.

This first account of the advantages of basic object concepts in terms of their neural representation opens new perspectives. The representation of the basic level is a balanced activation of sensorimotor, verbal, and heteromodal integrative centers of the semantic system, perhaps revealing an optimal neural configuration for the processing or use of such concepts.
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